
Ansty Weather Station – Overall 2019 Statistics: 
 
Temperatures: Average Minimum 5.7 C (Long Term Av: 6 C); Average Maximum 15.8 C (Long Term Average 13.9 C); Overall Mean: 10.7 C (Long Term 
Average 10 C) Highest daily Max: 12.4 C (6th); Lowest daily Min: 5.4 C (4th) Highest nightly Max 7.9 C (28th); Lowest nightly Min -3.6 C (2nd ) 
Our annual average mean temp is 0.7 C above the long term average of 10 C degrees – another warm year (but tempered by the fact that our location is in 
a noted frost hollow). 
 
Rainfall: Monthly total: 6.58 ins (167 mm) LTA 3.92 ins (99.6 mm); Wettest day: 0.99 ins (25.1 mm) 12th; Number of days when it rained: 20 
Sunshine recorded:  176 days 
Rainy days: 163 
Snow Days: 1; Lying snow (days) 3 (Feb 1st – 3rd) 
Night Frosts: 60 (LTA 50) 
Average monthly atmospheric pressure: 1010 mb (relatively Low Pressure) 
Average monthly humidity: 95.8% (very damp indeed). 
Average monthly wind speed: 2.5 mph (4 km/h); highest wind gust 23.9 mph (38.5 km/h).  These figures would be easily doubled for exposed locations in 
Ansty. 
 
 

What is noteworthy is that 2019 worldwide ranks as another top 
five warm one!  We will have to wait and see the final chart 
position. Expect it to be around number 2 or 3.  2019 marks the end 
of a decade of exceptional warmth and this includes then UK (and 
us in Wiltshire!) Here in Ansty this year (2019) only 3 months 
registered average; the rest were above average and no month 
featured a mean temperature below the long-term average. 
  
It does seem odd that it had to take a 16 year old single minded 
Swedish schoolgirl Greta Thunberg to wake almost all of us up to 
the gathering climate crisis when many other important 
environmental activists and scientists have been campaigning on 

the same subject for decades to little effect. But all credit to her for 
getting the issues much more into the public consciousness across 
the globe. The real effort of course has to come from each one of 
us to accept that we need to drastically alter completely our whole 
way of living, working, trading and our approach to travelling within 
the next decade to make just a small difference for the future. It is 
no use blaming politicians or anybody else and little good comes 
from merely talking about it and shaking one’s head. As Greta 
stated in a very recent interview on BBC Radio 4 “You can’t be a 
little bit sustainable. Either you’re sustainable, or not sustainable." 
It does seem a very tall order but there is no alternative. Are any of 
us up for it? 

 


